
Most people think that if I just had a little more motivation or inspiration or the perfect morning routine EVERYTHING
would just magically change… 

The truth is, if you are committed to living a life of BOTH success and fulfillment, you must shift your perspective about
success. 

We’ve been taught as Entrepreneurs we’re supposed to hustle, grind, crush, and kill you goals and that being busy is a
badge of honor; but this lie is sucking your life-force right out of you. It’s robbing you of your genius.

You MUST shift your reality and it requires you discovering YOUR own “success” metric!

Big lie
and  the

the

 truth!
Consider both success and failure! 
Remember successes and failures that you've witnessed; yours and those you
admire and respect . . . begin noticing what goes on in your mind. Notice... What's
your viewpoint? Context? Your filters? What's in the background around success?
What's it make you feel?  What's it make you desire?  What's it make you fear?
What really comes up for you around success, be honest, not flowery! 
Now write what your success story is about!

It's time for the fun! 
Now get curious! This is the moment you pause, reflect, and introspect; about
everything that success could be. For this moment you suspend everything that you
think you know about success. Suspend everything!  Allow yourself to truly
explore everything that's possible, in every part of your life if you were successful.
Now write down what's possible!

Dig Deeper by Distinguishing! 
Start to distinguish what feelings and emotions came up for you? And as you
notice those, also notice the value that is behind that feeling...  What is it in that
feeling or emotion that has value for you? Really sit with it . . .
Now share those feelings and those values; distinctly!

Get really clear on what success is TO YOU!
To start to define what success CAN BE for YOU,  distinct from what it has been up
until now, you need to DEFINE success for yourself!  So far other people have
projected their ideas of success onto you or you were taught success lessons as a
child. Now you'll define success by CREATING your version; YOUR success metric.
Now define your success metric!

Make it happen; Make change!! 
It's time to design your life around this new version of success, your definition of
success! This is noticing certain tools, strategies and structures that are currently
in your life that don't support this brand-new way of experiencing success and
designing new ways of being, strategies of approach and structures of life.
Now write what you will Re-Design about your life!

identify your "success" story

get curious

distinguish

define

design
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